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Abstract
Plant roots secrete a significant portion of assimilated carbon into the rhizosphere.
For example, Arabidopsis seedlings have capacity to export 30-40% of total
imported glucose into surrounding environment. However, molecular mechanisms
and physiological roles of sugar exudation are little understood. SWEET (for
SUGARS WILL EVENTUALLY BE EXPORTED TRANSPORTERS) sugar efflux
carrier isoforms are candidates for sugar secretion from roots, since some
members play key roles in sugar secretion in nectaries, pollen nutrition and phloem
loading. In Arabidopsis, three SWEET uniporter members, SWEET17, 16 and 2 are
highly expressed in root vacuoles, supporting a role in mediating root sugar efflux.
Genetic evidences showed that SWEET17 plays a major role in facilitating
bidirectional Frc transport on root tonoplasts to maintain cytosolic Frc homeostasis
that in turn may facilitate root exudation and regulate Frc export from leaves. On
the other hand, SWEET2 proteins also accumulate highly in root cells involved in
sugar secretion, i.e. root tip and epidermal cells. Characterization of loss-offunction sweet2 insertion indicated that SWEET2 reabsorbs secreted glucose at
vacuoles to prevent carbon loss to the rhizosphere. Moreover SWEET2 is upregulated upon root-born Phythium infection to reduce pathogen susceptibility. In
conclusion, our studies demonstrated that sugar efflux from roots not only is
important for sugar homeostasis in plant but also critical for microorganism
interaction.
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